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We Need to Talk About (the Taxation of) Nomad Employees

Introduction

Nomad employees can -for purposes of this discussion- be defined as employees that work 
in locations (including countries) other than those of their employers. 

The occurrence of Nomad employees rose significantly during the COVID 19 pandemic, as 
a result of which employees were required -by government instructions- to work from home 
(“WFH”) or in any case could not work from the office of their respective employers due to 
mandatory pandemic shut downs. Since the two years (or longer) that the COVID 19 
pandemic forced the implementation of these requirements, it has become abundantly clear 
that WFH does not necessarily negatively impact business efficiency, operations and 
turnover. 

While COVID 19 seems to be more under control and work-related and cross-border travel 
is becoming more normal again, more and more corporate employers are resuming their 
“normal” in-office working regimes. However, many employees have come to appreciate the 
opportunity to WFH, reduce commuting time and cost and have more independence in 
handling chores and matters around their home and in their personal life during regular work 
breaks. Employees are essentially resisting the loss of the newly acquired employee 
freedoms resulting from the experience of WFH. With the increasing digitalisation of 
business and the economy, they see no need to go back to “normal” and find there are 
ample alternative work opportunities if their corporate employers don’t accommodate their 
demands. As such, the requests from employees to work flexibly and from locations other 
than that of their employer’s physical office have blown up and in certain industries where 
work is typically conducted online, employees will now reject positions where WFH is not an 
embedded feature.1  

In a time that supply chains are compromised and labour resources are scarce, corporate 
employers are becoming increasingly desperate to accommodate Nomad working requests. 
However, there can be major tax consequences of engaging Nomad employees that can be 
detrimental for their corporate employers. 

Considering these developments and the competition for work-force talent it makes sense 
to assess to what extent corporate employers can be assisted with accommodating their 

1 Recent studies indicate that by 2030, at least 30% of the workforce  will be Generation Z who will expect a 
significant amount of flexibility in both when and where they work. Gen Z workers will be 30% of the workforce 
by 2030—here’s what they want from their employers (yahoo.com).
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employees’ demands or with introducing greater flexibility in working policies when two 
different countries are involved.2

Corporate tax aspects 

While many taxes interact when it regards employees, for corporate tax purposes the fiscal 
permanent establishment exposure is a significant one. If an employee operates in a 
jurisdiction other than that of the corporate employer, his or her activities while WFH or while 
working as a Nomad employee may lead to the existence of a fiscal permanent 
establishment of the corporate employer in another country. 

A fiscal permanent establishment is treated for corporate tax purposes as a taxable branch 
of the corporate employer and needs to file a corporate income tax return reflecting income 
allocable to the permanent establishment. This income, when following the accepted OECD 
allocation approach (AOA) will also need to include a capital allocation. While double tax 
treaties and national tax systems usually avoid taxing the same profits twice the presence
of a permanent establishment leads to considerable additional tax administration and may 
lead to additional taxation. Therefore, it is important that the conditions under which the 
Nomad employee performs its activities are closely considered to determine whether or not 
a permanent establishment exists.

During the COVID 19 pandemic, many governments realized that corporate employers 
needed to be accommodated in order to survive. One of the measures in this respect 
regarded the tax treatment of employees who were forced to WFH and served to (continue 
to) tax such employees in the countries where their employer is located instead of where 
they live. In particular cross-border employees, individuals who typically live on the border 
of one country and on a daily basis work in another bordering country were granted waivers 
from applicable tax regimes for a certain period of time, to allow them to WFH full-time.3 The 
OECD furthermore published an overview of measures on a per-country basis to make the 
relevant measures  more transparent, some of which included similar treatment.4

For corporate employers, having certainty as to whether their Nomad employees would 
constitute a permanent establishment in a country would already be a major step forward in 
the process of deciding on whether a request from a(n) (future) employee to operate on a 
Nomad basis can be accommodated. Certainty could be made available by way of a
(unilateral) advance ruling or determination agreement, or by way of a (bilateral) advance 
pricing agreement. In fact, the contours of such determinations and agreements could very 
well be made available for multilateral use or be subject to agreements between countries 
on a bilateral or multilateral basis, as was seen during the COVID 19 pandemic for cross 
border employees.5

Employment tax aspects

A foreign employer can become liable to wage/payroll withholding in a country other than 
its own under domestic employment tax rules if the employer’s activities in the country of 
the (Nomad) employee rises to the level of a fiscal permanent establishment, if the (Nomad) 
employee is in an employment relationship, i.e. the (Nomad) employee receives wages from 
the foreign employer, performs personal services and activities for the foreign employer and 
there is a relationship of authority between the foreign employer and the (Nomad) employee.

2 Whilst we have focused in this paper on the tax consequences, there are of course other relevant 
considerations arising in connection with employment and immigration law and any applicable regulatory 
regime, but in many cases the tax position is likely to be of primary importance.
3 Belgium, Germany and Netherlands agreements on taxation regime for remote workers to be extended. 
(ioe-emp.org)
4 http://www.oecd.org/tax/covid-19-tax-policy-and-other-measures.xlsm
5 See footnote 3.
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While the above listed aspects are generally governed by agreements (employment 
contracts or contractual arrangements), those may be subject to substance over form 
assessments and lead to outcomes that differ from that what was intended. 

In the event that a foreign employer becomes liable to wage/payroll withholding in another 
country, there may be availability of (independent) payroll services providers, companies
that either assist with or assume all aspects of payroll on behalf of another business, or 
Global Employment Companies (GECs) and Global Professional Employment 
Organizations (Global PEOs). Payroll service providers usually timely process employee 
payrolls, calculate and handle income and social security taxes and employer social 
security, keep employment and payroll records on file and prepare the necessary quarterly 
and year-end payroll reports. They also help avoid expensive tax penalties. GECs are 
companies that provide international employment solutions for multinational companies. 
GECS and Global PEOs may help out, but may also present their own set of new 
challenges.

While corporate employers will generally prefer to keep payroll services centralized inhouse, 
having (advance) certainty as to whether their (Nomad) employees trigger a domestic 
employer status in the country where the (Nomad) employee is working would be extremely 
helpful for them to timely decide to involve a payroll provider and to be able to assess up 
front the real time cost of involving a (Nomad) employee in a country other than the one 
where the employer conducts its business.

Value Added Tax aspects

Separately, if the activities of a (Nomad) employee of a foreign employer rise to the level of 
a fixed establishment for Value Added Tax (VAT) purposes in the country where the 
(Nomad) employee renders its services and performs its activities, there may be a liability 
to charge VAT on in scope transactions in the jurisdiction of the fixed establishment. In 
addition, registration is required with the relevant VAT authority in the country where the
(Nomad) employee renders its services and performs its activities.

Suppliers and customers of a business need to understand if a fixed establishment exists in 
the country where the (Nomad) employee renders its services and performs its activities. In 
many cases the VAT determination is made based upon the location of the supplier and 
customer. All businesses in a supply chain need to understand what constitutes an 
establishment to then decide which establishment is making and/or receiving services.

The definition of a fixed establishment for VAT purposes differs from that of a permanent 
establishment for corporate tax purposes. For VAT purposes, a fixed establishment usually 
is an establishment with a sufficient degree of permanence and an adequate structure in 
terms of human and technical resources (office, computer, etc.). 

However, the level of human and technical resources required to constitute a fixed 
establishment remains undefined.  VAT cases continue to be heard at the CJEU and in local 
courts, seeking to challenge or clarify the level of substance required to qualify as a fixed 
establishment.

For corporate employers, having certainty as to whether their Nomad employees would 
constitute a fixed establishment for VAT purposes in a country would allow them to be 
compliant with VAT rules and could help avoid unnecessary penalties.

Personal Income Tax aspects

The concept of residency and personal income tax aspects are of material importance for 
individual employees and also impact corporate employers. This may involve work permits, 
visa requirements and other immigration aspects, that employers may wish to take care of 
in order to make sure that the employee of their choice can be recruited and employed. 
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Considering that the concept of Nomad employees in particular regards competent and 
desirable employees that of their own volition rather not work in the corporate employer’s 
designated country and office that is made available to them, for the purposes of this 
analysis, the personal income tax aspects, social security benefit compatibility, immigration
and residency aspects are considered to be of less critical importance. 

Observation

While the issues presented by Nomad employees may seem at first remote from the usual 
concerns of local tax authorities, considering how to assist corporate employers in tackling 
them can benefit governments and their countries. 

Nomad employees, once resident in a country, will contribute to the local economy by paying 
income taxes on their wages and being consumers of local produce and services. Their 
children may go to local schools and they themselves may become part of the fabric that 
makes up the local community. Their (social and professional) networks may help attract 
further business in the country, either by way of competing employers setting up business 
in the country or by them enticing their foreign employers to set up a local presence. 

Often, Nomad employees have particular technical skills that are in demand. They may 
serve to inspire or train local talent to develop similar careers, or help avoid that such talent 
migrates to other jurisdictions. As such, considering the challenges for foreign employers 
and Nomad employees and taking an open attitude towards how and to what extent those 
challenges can be accommodated may contribute to the attractiveness of a country for 
business, or in any case favour the country over other countries that take very strict and 
unaccommodating positions.

Based on the experience gained during the COVID 19 pandemic, it is abundantly clear that 
solutions can be found for some of the identified challenges. We are also seeing a rise of 
“Nomad visa”-countries that grant 1-year Nomad permits that allow a visitor a right to stay 
in a country and work remotely via a computer/laptop for a foreign-based employer or 
business.  In other words, with some consideration countries can accommodate the 
business challenges presented by Nomad employees (without necessarily losing tax 
revenue). At issue is whether the relevant international organizations that define and 
develop tax policy would be willing to consider and develop solutions, or for all practical 
purposes review some contour proposals in this respect.




